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IMOU FSP12 solar panel for Cell 2, Cell Go cameras
Imou's solar panel is the ideal solution for powering your Imou Cell 2 and Cell Go cameras. Thanks to its compatibility with these camera
models, you can enjoy reliable power without having to replace batteries. The panel has compact dimensions of 120 × 180 × 2.5 mm,
making it easy to mount anywhere.
 
High power
The maximum power of the solar panel is 3 W, which provides enough energy to power the cameras in various weather conditions. With
an IP65 rating, the device is weatherproof, making it suitable for outdoor use without worrying about damage.
 
Comfort of use
The Imou panel is easy to install,  and the connection to the camera is made via a Micro USB connector. It's a convenient and reliable
power source that allows you to enjoy continuous surveillance of your surroundings without worrying about running out of power. With
the Imou solar panel, you can save money on batteries and contribute to environmental protection by using solar energy.
 
	Manufacturer
	IMOU
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	Model
	FSP12
	Compatibility
	Cell 2, Cell Go cameras
	Dimensions
	120 × 180 × 2.5 mm 
	Open circuit voltage
	7,4 V (-5%/+10%)
	Short-circuit current
	0,508A (-5%/+10%)
	Solar panel operating voltage
	6,2 V (-5%/+10%)
	Operating current
	0,484A (-5%/+10%)
	Solar panel power
	Maximum power (Ppm) 3 W (-5%/+10%)
	Operating temperature 
	-20°C to +60°C
	Storage conditions
	Temperature -20°C~45°C, Humidity 

Price:

€ 32.50
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